Guardian IV

16” Soft Toe Boot
2064 Men’s: Black
Medium 4-14
(whole sizes only)
2064 Women’s: Black
Place order using men’s sizes. Order 2 sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

- Superior SFC slip- and clog-resistant outsole
- Assembled in the USA
- Waterproof
- PVC upper
- Heel kick plate

Bullfrog Pro II

10” Soft Toe Boot
64133 Men’s: Black
Medium 4-15 (whole sizes only)
64133 Women’s: Black
Place order using men’s sizes. Order 2 sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

10” Composite Toe Boot
75738 Men’s: Black
Medium 4-16 (whole sizes only)
75738 Women’s: Black
Place order using men’s sizes. Order 2 sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

- Superior SFC slip- and clog-resistant outsole with TripGuard
- EVA liquid-resistant upper
- Heavy-duty rubber outsole
- Oversized PU insole

60-DAY WEAR & COMPARE GUARANTEE • FREE EXCHANGES

SFC ELEMENTS MAKE IT EASY TO FIND YOUR PERFECT STYLE.
GO TO SHOESFORCREWS.COM/ELEMENTS TO LEARN MORE.

SEE YOUR MANAGER FOR DETAILS
For more information or questions, please email us at: UC-SAFETYSHOES-L@LISTSERV.UCOP.EDU

LEADING SLIP-RESISTANT FOOTWEAR SINCE 1984